Giant Bulk Photovoltaic Effect in Vinylene-Linked Hybrid Heterocyclic Polymer
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ABSTRACT: The bulk photovoltaic effect refers to the generation of a steady photocurrent from a homogeneous noncentrosymmetric material. It offers an alternative to the traditional p–n junction-based photovoltaic mechanism to directly convert sunlight to electricity. In this work, we investigate the bulk photovoltaic effect in low-dimensional polar organic materials with first-principles density functional theory calculations and shift current theory. With a strategy designed to break the inversion symmetry along the polymer chain, we demonstrate that conjugated vinylene-linked hybrid heterocyclic polymers can produce a strong bulk photovoltaic response to light, outperforming benchmark inorganic materials. The high current density results from the delocalized wave functions, composed mainly of carbon p orbitals. The great structural and electronic flexibility of polymers offers a robust paradigm to enhance the shift current response through chemical and physical modifications. The development of polymer blends with polymers of different band gaps potentially enables the utilization of the whole visible light spectrum for energy conversion.

INTRODUCTION

The bulk photovoltaic effect (BPVE) is a phenomenon in which a steady photocurrent and above-band gap photovoltage are generated from a single-phase noncentrosymmetric bulk material. This phenomenon was first observed more than 50 years ago in ferroelectric materials and modeled theoretically. However, the connection between theory and experiment remained poorly understood until recent ab initio investigations. The BPVE, in particular, the shift current mechanism, is fundamentally different from the traditional p–n junction-based photovoltaic (PV) mechanism. The driving force that separates photoexcited carriers in a p–n junction solar cell is the built-in electric field of the heterointerface of two semiconductors. In the shift current bulk photovoltaic mechanism, the driving force is the coherent evolution of excited electron (hole) wavepackets. The most attractive feature of the BPVE is the generation of above-band gap photovoltages, which offers a route to overcome the Shockley–Queisser limit of the p–n junction PV technology, where the open-circuit voltage is limited by the fundamental band gap of bulk semiconductors.

Only noncentrosymmetric materials exhibit the BPVE. Ferroelectric materials, characterized by broken inversion symmetry and switchable bulk polarization, guarantee the generation of a bulk photocurrent upon light excitation. However, ferroelectrics often possess large band gaps that prevent the absorption of visible light, causing low conversion efficiency. Recently, there is renewed interest toward applying the BPVE for energy conversion, inspired by the realization of above-band gap open-circuit voltage in ferroelectrics and the synthesis of novel ferroelectrics with band gap in visible light region. In particular, BiFeO$_3$ (BFO) is found to exhibit strong photovoltaic response. Although various contributions to the photocurrent in BFO were suggested, first-principles calculations demonstrated that the shift current is the main mechanism for the BPVE in single-domain BFO, and the theoretical photoresponse agrees with the measured current magnitudes. In addition to BFO, many low band gap ferroelectrics are also designed and synthesized, with the shift current method applied to evaluate their BPVE performance.

Conjugated organic polymers have been used in many optoelectronic devices, such as organic light-emitting diodes, photodetectors, and field effect transistors. The conjugated organic polymers are also promising candidates for...
next-generation light absorbers in solar cells,\textsuperscript{41,42} due to their exceptional properties such as high internal quantum efficiency (photon to electron efficiency),\textsuperscript{43} light weight, flexibility, and low synthesis cost. Furthermore, the structural flexibility and tunability of polymers provide a rich playground for the design of functional polymers with desired electronic properties. For example, the band gap of conjugated polymers can be easily tuned by incorporating different donor–acceptor units or by introducing aromatic and quinoid units in an alternating sequence.\textsuperscript{44–48} However, there is very limited study of the BPVE in polymeric materials.\textsuperscript{12} The BPVE of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), a prototypical organic ferroelectric, was measured more than 30 years ago,\textsuperscript{49} but its large band gap and small photocurrent prevent its application to solar energy conversion. Therefore, the design of polymers with small band gaps and strong BPVE is a compelling goal. Though the shift current has been calculated on many nonoxide semiconductors,\textsuperscript{50–52} there is little theoretical investigation on low-dimensional materials,\textsuperscript{53} although reduced size and dimensionality are predicted to enhance the photoresponse.\textsuperscript{9,18} In this work, we compute the shift current responses for various one-dimensional vinylene-linked heterocyclic polymers and find that these polar polymers can generate giant bulk photocurrents along the polymer chain, outperforming benchmark bulk photovoltaic materials such as BFO.

\section*{METHODS}

Shift current is a second-order nonlinear optical effect with coherent excited states (wave packets) as the carriers, resulting from two successive interactions between the photons and the electrons (or holes).\textsuperscript{54} Using perturbation theory, the shift
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\caption{Design of polar hybrid heterocyclic polymers. Starting with a typical heterocyclic polymer with only one type of five-membered ring, the inversion symmetry with respect to the bond center is broken by incorporating two five-membered rings, each bearing a different functional group (A/B = BH, CH\textsubscript{2}, NH, and O). Further breaking of rotation and mirror symmetry is accomplished by varying the number of vinylene linkage groups connecting B to A (r\textsubscript{1} ≠ r\textsubscript{2}).}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Optimized structures of hybrid heterocyclic polymers with GGA. Bond lengths of C–C bonds (highlighted by broken lines) in Å. The bond length alternation (BLA) is calculated by taking the difference between the bond length of the C–C bond attached to the heterocyclic ring and the C–C bond in the adjacent vinylene linker group. Polymers with boron all have negative values of BLA, showing significant quinoidal character.}
\end{figure}
current response ($\sigma$) can be computed from first-principles:

$$I_q = \sigma_{rsq} E_i$$

$$\sigma_{rsq}(\omega) = e \sum_{n',n''} \int d\mathbf{k} I_{n'}(n',n'',\mathbf{k},\omega) \mathcal{R}_q(n',n'',\mathbf{k})$$

$$I_{n'}(n',n'',\mathbf{k},\omega) = \left( \frac{e}{m\hbar \omega} \right) ^2 (f[n''\mathbf{k}] - f[n'\mathbf{k}])$$

$$\times (n'\mathbf{k}_0\mathbf{p}[n''\mathbf{k}]) (n''\mathbf{k}_0\mathbf{p}[n'\mathbf{k}])$$

$$\times \delta(\omega_{n'}(\mathbf{k}) - \omega_{n''}(\mathbf{k}) - \omega)$$

$$\mathcal{R}_q(n',n'',\mathbf{k}) = \left( - \frac{\partial \phi_{n',q}(\mathbf{k}, \mathbf{k})}{\partial q} - [\chi_{n',q}(\mathbf{k}) - \chi_{n''q}(\mathbf{k})] \right)$$

where shift current response ($\sigma_{rsq}$) is the product of the transition intensity ($I$) and shift vector ($\mathcal{R}$), representing the probability of excitations and the associated distance for the excited shift current carriers. $E_i$ is the $i$th component of the electric field of the light, $\omega$ is the light frequency, $f$ is the Fermi filling, $n$ and $\mathbf{k}$ are the band index and wavevector of the wave function, respectively, $\phi_{n',n''}$ is the phase of the momentum matrix element for transition from band $n'$ to $n''$, and $\chi_q$ is the Berry connection for the state at band $n$ and $\mathbf{k}$ point.

The plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) code QUANTUM-ESPRESSO is used to optimize the structure and compute the electronic properties of polymers with periodic boundary conditions (PBCs). The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional is used with norm-conserving, designed nonlocal pseudopotentials generated with the

Figure 3. GGA electronic band structures for hybrid heterocyclic polymers ($r_1 = (\text{CH})_4$, $r_2 = (\text{CH})_2$) along the $\Gamma$–$X$ path in the irreducible Brillouin zone. The bandwidth of the lowest conduction band for polymers with the BH functional group is significantly smaller than for polymers without boron.
In our calculations, a plane-wave cutoff of 50 Ry is sufficient to converge the total energy. To study the single polymer chain, a large box with vacuum more than 10 Å along y and z directions is used to avoid interactions between different images due to PBCs. All the structures are relaxed with a force threshold less than 0.025 eV/Å and an $8 \times 2 \times 2$ $k$-point grid. With the relaxed structure and the converged charge density, a non-self-consistent calculation on a much denser $k$-point grid is performed to converge the shift current response. Due to the known deficiency of the GGA functional for band gap predictions, the HSE58 and B3LYP59 functionals incorporating exact exchange are used to correct the underestimated band gaps.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

### Structural Properties

The breaking of inversion symmetry is necessary for the shift current response. However, nonpolar materials (e.g., hexagonal boron nitride) with broken inversion symmetry will only possess shift current under polarized light. Generating shift currents from unpolarized light requires the material to be both noncentrosymmetric and polar. To break the inversion symmetry along the polymer chain, we design vinylene-linked hybrid heterocyclic polymers by incorporating two five-membered rings, each containing a different functional group (A/B). However, this is not sufficient, as the polymer dipole is perpendicular to the chain axis (Figure 1b). We further introduce alternating A–B and B–A distances by increasing the number of vinylene groups connecting B to A ($r_1$, Figure 1c). We explore polymers containing two of the four functional groups, BH, CH$_2$, NH, and O. It is noted that the BH heterocyclic ring is quinoidal as it has two electrons fewer than the other aromatic heterocyclic rings. The optimized structures are shown in Figure 2. The bond length alternation (BLA), defined as the difference between the length of the nominally single and double bonds along the polymer chain, reflects the $\pi$-conjugated behavior. We calculate the BLA for each polymer by taking the difference between the bond length of the C–C bond attached to the heterocyclic ring and the C–C bond in the adjacent vinylene linker group.48 Within this definition, a positive BLA value suggests aromatic behavior and a negative BLA value indicates quinoidal character (Figure 2). We find that the BH heterocyclic ring gives rise to strong quinoidal character regardless of the type of the other functional group.

### Electronic Structure

We investigate the electronic structure of the designed hybrid heterocyclic polymers by calculating the band structures along the $\Gamma$–X path in the irreducible Brillouin zone (Figure 3). We find that polymers containing boron (e.g., NH–BH, $E_g = 0.68$ eV) have larger band gaps at the X point than their counterparts without boron (e.g., NH–O, $E_g = 0.58$ eV). The larger band gap for polymers with the BH functional group is mainly caused by the reduced bandwidth of the lowest conduction band (CB). For a conjugated polymer, the width of a band reflects the orbital interactions along the polymer chain: a wide dispersive band indicates orbital delocalization and a narrow flat band denotes orbital localization. The small bandwidth of the lowest CB for CH$_2$–BH, NH–BH, and O–BH polymers is attributed to the highly quinoidal character of the BH cyclic ring, consistent with the BLA analysis.

To provide insights into the electronic structure, we compare the atom-resolved density of states of NH–BH and O–NH polymers (Figure 4). Though orbitals from carbon atoms at the backbone/cyclic rings dominate the states near the Fermi energy, the boron has substantial contributions to band edge states as well, while orbitals from O/N atoms have little contribution. The presence of boron interrupts the p-orbital hybridization of carbon atoms along the polymer chain, thus reducing the electron delocalization and the CB width, increasing the band gap.

We further study the bonding character by examining the CB wave functions. As shown in Figure 5, due to the presence of boron, the wave functions and the bonding characters are

---

**Figure 4.** Atom-resolved projected density of states for NH–BH (top) and O–NH (bottom) polymers ($r_1 = (CH)_4$, $r_2 = (CH)_2$). The boron atom makes substantial contributions to the conduction bands near the Fermi energy.

**Figure 5.** Real-space wave functions at $\Gamma$ and X points of lowest conduction band for NH–BH and CH$_2$–O polymers. The rectangular boxes outline the regions where the bonding characters of $\Gamma$ and X are different. The $\Gamma$ point wave function of the CH$_2$–O polymer shows nonbonding carbon atoms, which results in higher orbital energy.
very similar at the $\Gamma$ and X points, except some small difference within the BH-cyclic ring (outlined by the rectangular boxes), which leads to a modest energy change along the $\Gamma$–X path and thus small band dispersion. When BH is replaced with O and NH with CH$_2$, the bonding character at the $\Gamma$ point shows a mix of aromatic and quinoidal characters along the chain, but it becomes purely quinoidal at the X point. Moreover, as illustrated from the real-space wave functions, the $\Gamma$ point wave function shows nonbonding carbon atoms, which further increase its energy. The large difference in bonding characters at the $\Gamma$ and X points causes a large energy difference and the wide bandwidth.

Because semilocal density functional such as GGA are known to underestimate the band gap, we perform calculations with hybrid density functionals to validate the calculated GGA band structures. Shown in Figure 6 are the band structures obtained with GGA and HSE for NH–BH and CH$_2$–O polymers. Though the GGA functional underestimates the band gap value almost by half compared to that estimated by HSE, the band dispersions from these two density functionals are similar. Previous studies showed that the B3LYP functional predicts band gap values closer to experimental results for conjugated polymers. We also evaluate the band gaps with the B3LYP functional. We find that the B3LYP further increases the band gap by 0.25 eV compared to HSE results: NH–BH, GGA 0.68 eV, HSE 1.05 eV, B3LYP 1.37 eV; CH$_2$–O, GGA 0.22 eV, HSE 0.52 eV, B3LYP 0.77 eV. It is noted that the band dispersion from B3LYP is also similar to those obtained with GGA and HSE: in these cases, the exact exchange tends to rigidly shift the GGA bands without changing the orbital characters significantly. For this reason, we decide to compute the shift current response on the basis of the GGA functional due to its low computational cost.

**Shift Current Response.** We calculate the shift current along the polymer chain in response to both parallel (xxX) and perpendicular (yyX) linearly polarized light (Figure 7). The studied conjugated polymers all show strong BPVE, with the maximum current response (NH–BH polymer) surpassing the maximum BPVE for inorganic ferroelectric BiFeO$_3$ and solar materials such as MAPbI$_3$. Previous studies suggested that materials characterized by strongly asymmetric and delocalized valence and/or conduction states tend to have larger shift vectors. Typical ferroelectrics such as PbTiO$_3$, although they have large polarization, are not ideal for generating shift currents because the band edge states usually consist of nonbonding, localized states. On the contrary, the delocalized p orbitals along the backbone of conjugated polymers are beneficial for supporting current-carrying excited wavepacket states. The shift current responses of polymers also appear to be highly tunable, as different combinations of functional groups give rise to currents peaking at different light frequencies. A designed polymer blend with different types of hybrid heterocyclic polymers may use the whole visible light spectrum, maximizing the output current from sunlight.

**Designed Optimization.** The BVPE in vinylene-linked hybrid heterocyclic polymers can be further enhanced with various physical and chemical strategies (Figure 8). Here we demonstrate several possible approaches. First, an increase in the electronegativity difference between A and B functional groups increases the magnitude of symmetry breaking. We find that replacing the hydrogen atom attached to the boron with a −CF$_3$ group results in a larger shift current in the NH–BCF$_3$ polymer. The second approach is to increase the difference between r1 and r2 by introducing more vinylene linking units between A and B (shown as NH–BH$_2$r1 = (CH)$_n$). We also find that replacing some backbone hydrogen atoms with highly electronegative fluorine atoms (NH–BH$_x$F and NH–BH$_x$r1 = (CH)$_n$ polymers) is beneficial. Lastly, increasing the polymer density per unit volume enhances the response magnitude.
Through these optimizations, the conjugated polymer can even surpass the peak shift current of the best known inorganic bulk photovoltaic material, LiAsSe$_2$. Because the electron–hole screening is generally weaker in low-dimensional materials, additional design principles, such as the usage of substrate of high dielectric constant, can be used to help the suppression of excitonic effect along the polymer chain. It is noted that we assume the polymer chains will pack in parallel direction to maximize the current response in our calculations. Ferroelectric polymers such as PVDF can form polar domains with polymer chains stacked in parallel directions.

CONCLUSION

We computationally designed a series of polar, conjugated polymers by incorporating two different heterocyclic rings and varying the number of vinylene linkage groups. Our first-principles calculations reveal that the presence of boron gives rise to strong quinoidal character, which has a strong influence on the conduction band dispersion and band gap values. All studied polymers possess very high BPVE response, surpassing benchmark materials such as BiFeO$_3$ and MAPbI$_3$, due to the diffuse, delocalized p states at the band edge. The band gaps of the conjugated polymers can easily be tuned by choosing different functional groups in the heterocyclic rings. We propose several chemical and physical approaches to further enhance the shift current response. One of the expected experimental challenges would be aligning the polar polymer chains to minimize the current cancellation. Further studies, both theory and experiments, are required to reveal the synthetic conditions/approaches to exploit the high BPVE of polymers demonstrated in this work.
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